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Michael Gleicher, Xinyi Yu, Yuheng Chen
Department of Computer Sciences

University of Wisconsin – Madison, Madison, WI, USA

Abstract

Classification methods for binary (yes/no) tasks often produce a continuously valued
score. Machine learning practitioners must perform model selection, calibration, discretization, performance assessment, tuning, and fairness assessment. Such tasks involve
examining classifier results, typically using summary statistics and manual examination
of details. In this paper, we provide an interactive visualization approach to support
such continuously-valued classifier examination tasks. Our approach addresses the
three phases of these tasks: calibration, operating point selection, and examination. We
enhance standard views and introduce task-specific views so that they can be integrated
into a multi-view coordination (MVC) system. We build on an existing comparisonbased approach, extending it to continuous classifiers by treating the continuous values
as trinary (positive, unsure, negative) even if the classifier will not ultimately use the
3-way classification. We provide use cases that demonstrate how our approach enables
machine learning practitioners to accomplish key tasks.
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1. Introduction
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Machine learning practitioners examine the results of models as part of developing
and deploying classifiers. For classifiers, examining results over a testing set is part
of model selection (i.e., choosing the most appropriate classifier and tuning its hyperparameters appropriately) but also in assessing whether a classifier is good enough (Can
it be trusted?) and fair (Does it treat subgroups equivalently?). Practitioners examine
results in aggregate, looking at summary statistics or graphs of performance over testing
sets, and drill into these results to identify interesting subgroups or specific items as
part of understanding performance. Examination is often performed manually using
scripting within the development workflow. Recent interactive visualization approaches
have been introduced to help with the assessment of classifier results.
We consider binary classifiers where models compute continuously valued scores.
These scores are often thresholded to provide a binary decision. In some cases, the score
is also used for rejection [1, 2] where the classifier chooses not to make a decision. We
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term such classifiers as trinary as they provide one of three results (positive, unsure,
negative). Assessing classifier scores involves three phases of tasks: calibration, where
the scores are examined to assess how well they correspond to possible decisions (e.g.,
do the outputs meaningfully quantify confidence or uncertainty?); operating point
selection, where the thresholds for decisions and (optionally) rejection are determined;
and examination where the decisions made by the classifier are explored in detail. These
tasks often require human involvement as the decisions require judgment of risks and
rewards. However, summary statistics of continuous classifiers (e.g., P/R or ROC curves
or area-under-curve metrics) do not directly connect to tasks and no standards have
emerged to assess them [3]. Similarly, interactive tools have not considered the full
range of tasks or connecting detailed examination to the broader statistics.
In this paper, we introduce an interactive visualization approach that aids practitioners with result examination tasks for continuously-valued binary classifiers. We provide
a system that allows a user to select and combine a variety views. The views build on
existing tools: we extend summary statistics and charts with enhanced designs and new
visualizations. These are designed to address specific tasks and afford coordinated interactions that enable flexible uses. We integrate these views with support for comparison.
Comparison enables understanding the differences between models or hyper-parameter
settings, or between different groups of items within a model. Because these tools are
used to estimate hyper-parameters (thresholds), our approach integrates sampling to
allow separate sets for estimation and validation.
Our target audience is machine learning practitioners, ranging from students to
experienced developers and researchers. This audience is familiar with the standard
terminology, metrics, and charts. From a design perspective, this means an approach
must include the common views that such users demand for basic tasks, but extend
them to integrate into workflows that support tasks that are inconvenient to do with
standard script-based tooling. For example, users typically create standard curves (ROC
or P/R) to assess a classifier’s correctness and estimate good threshold values, but they
may need augmentations to these standard views to help identify relevant examples and
new views that can help them evaluate rejection criteria. Our work shows how we can
integrate the measures used in practice into interactive views that assist in interpreting
the results, but also connecting them to the underlying examples through interaction.
We focus on examining classifier results: we treat the classifiers as black boxes
and consider only input/output pairs. A key idea is that classsifiers scores are not
always meaningful: an approach that uses them effectively must consider calibration to
examine that the scores have meaning as a component of their use. A second key idea is
that by integrating support for trinary (yes/unsure/no) decision making, we can support
specific tasks for rejection classifiers, but also use this trinary classification as a strategy
to organize analysis where the ultimate classifier will not use rejection.
Our core contribution is an approach to assessment of continuously-valued binary
classifiers that is sufficiently flexible to adapt to a wide range of tasks, yet allows
for detail oriented analysis. We show how the variety of summaries used with such
classifiers can be adapted to work within an interactive tool, and introduce new views to
assist with tasks that are not well-served by existing tools. We show how these views
can be coordinated to serve detailed exploration and comparison tasks by extending
the select-and-compare approach introduced in prior systems. The idea of trinary
2
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Figure 1: The CBoxer system assessing three classifiers for the disease prediction problem discussed in
Section 1.1. The user has placed six views into the workspace: (A) Reliability Curve view, (B) Performance
Confidence view, (C) Uncertainty Heatmap view, (D) Bandwidth Assessment view, (E) Trinary Distribution
view, and (F) Histogram view. The Probability Control panel (G,H) is used to control thresholds. The user
has selected the false positive (magenta) and uncertain (cyan) items for the LR classifier in (E) as indicated
by the arrows (added to indicate click locations). These selections can be seen in other views, including
(F) that shows that the classifier is more likely to be uncertain for men. The right columns shows a more
detailed exploration. The sexes are selected in (I). The Reliability Curve view (J) shows how how different
groups provide differently calibrated classifiers, and the Rejection Curve view (K) shows how these different
calibrations provide different tradeoffs between rejection and performance.

classification enables us to connect continuously valued classifiers with discrete-groupbased tools. Our approach, including these novel techniques, has been integrated into
the CBoxer1 classifier comparison and analysis system, which provides an open source
prototype of the ideas.
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1.1. An Example
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We begin with an example to introduce the key concepts in our approach before
giving the details of the views. We consider the tasks of model selection, calibration, and
fairness assessment. This example uses the Heart Disease Prediction dataset, a standard
data set used in machine learning education [4]. Classifiers are trained to predict if a
patient will develop a disease (binary decision). The types of errors matter: a false
negative (not warning of a potential problem) may be worse than a false positive (which
may cause fear). A “no-prediction” option is viable, recommending that patient is tested
further rather than making a potential error.
We use our CBoxer system to compare 3 classifiers trained with different methods.
Three classifiers are trained with different methods (logistic regression (LR), k-nearest
neighbor (KNN) and random forest (RF)). These are evaluated on a set of testing data.
The results are loaded in CBoxer (Figure 1).
1 CBoxer is not a separate system from the original Boxer. It is a new version that adds support for continuously valued classifiers. The system is available at http://pages.graphics.cs.wisc.edu/Boxer.
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CBoxer can show standard summary metrics as well as allowing for detailed examination. For example, while models have similar accuracy (87%) and F1 scores (.88),
RF has substantially worse recall which is important given the cost of false negatives.
CBoxer allows for examining a variety of metrics or the confusion matrices to perform
model selection. Alternatively, CBoxer’s comparative mechanisms allow subsets of the
items to be selected and compared to examine where errors occur. Figure 2 demonstrates how selection of errors from LR and RF enables comparing them to see that
RF’s errors are mainly patients with disease. Examining the rejection curve shows that
performance still lags even after tuning. CBoxer enables model selection by bringing
together multiple methods for comparing metrics in an integrated way.
We select between LR and KNN by considering the utility of their scores. We seek a
classifier that is calibrated such that its scores useful information about the predictions,
enabling rejection if a decision lacks confidence. While a summary measure of score
quality (AUC) suggests the classifiers are similar, CBoxer allows us to examine the
difference in detail. It provides specialized views, discussed in Section 4 and Section 5.1,
to understand the distributions of the scores and how they relate to correctness. The
Reliability Curve view (Fig. 1A) shows that both are reasonably well calibrated, while
KNN has more errors with very low scores. The Performance Confidence view (Fig. 1B)
also shows this: KNN has many false negatives where it provides extremely low scores.
In CBoxer, we could select these instances for further examination. These confident
false negatives are problematic for the scenario. CBoxer integrates aggegrate and detail
selection approaches allowing for specialized analysis.
We select the LR classifier. Because the LR classifier is well calibrated, we can use
its score to reject predictions that are unlikely to be correct: we create a trinary classifier
where middling scores are rejected. This requires defining upper and lower thresholds.
Our approach supports for exploring the trade-offs between rejection and correctness
(Section 4). In CBoxer, users can manipulate thresholds to see their impacts across
various performance summary views. We also provide a number of views to examine
trade-offs. The Bandwidth Assessment view (Fig. 1C) and Uncertainty Heatmap view
(Fig. 1D) provide summaries about how the two thresholds work together to provide
different tradeoffs, while more traditional views aid in considering the parameters
independently. CBoxer provides support for exploring the tradeoffs in trinary classifiers
enabling more flexible tuning.
We choose settings that provide high recall with a reasonable (20%) rejection rate.
We can view the proportion of classified instances in the Trinary Distribution view (Fig.
1E). We investigate the fairness of this classifiers by choosing its errors (pink selection
in Fig. 1E) and seeing that they are evenly distributed across sexes, (Fig. 1F). This meets
the typical fairness criterion used by systems such as [5, 6]). However, selecting the
rejected items (cyan selection in Fig. 1E) we see that men are far more likely to receive
uncertain predictions. We can examine this fairness issue in detail (Fig 1. I,J,K). We
select the sexes as groups and compare them using the Reliability Curve view (Fig. 1J)
and Rejection Curve view (Fig. 1K). CBoxer enables detailed exploration of classifier
results, allowing for identifying groups based on continuous or trinary properties and
examining their impact in various comparisons.
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Performance Assessment for Binary Classifiers: Classification models are assessed
empirically: a practitioner considers a testing set with known correct answers. While the
most basic assessment counts the proportion correct (accuracy), other metrics consider
the kinds of errors and/or the likelihood of guessing [7]. A variety of metrics summarize
performance in different ways, see [8] for an overview. For example, recall emphasizes
false negatives while the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) considers the base
rates to compare a classifier to chance [9, 10]. These metrics summarize performance
into a single number, hiding the mixture of kinds of errors and details of which items
the classifier gets right or wrong.
Assessment of Continuously Valued Classifiers: Many binary classifiers provide a
continuously valued score that is thresholded. Adjusting the threshold allows for tradeoffs in the types of errors. The appropriate balance depends on the scenario. For a
given operating point (i.e., value of the threshold(s)), binary assessment metrics can
be applied. Metrics can be optimized, but this requires knowing criteria and weights
appropriate for the scenario. Classifiers can be compared at specific operating points.
Non-threshold metrics [11] allow for more general comparison of models. Such metrics
include the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve and the Precision/Recall
curve. The ROC is often summarized by the area under the curve (AUC). Such summary
metrics hide details about the errors.
Calibration: Use of the classification score beyond thresholding assumes that the value
of the score has meaning, i.e., that more extreme scores are more likely or confidently
correct. Early approaches to understanding the distribution of prediction scores provided
methods for assessing calibration [12], and a rich set of metrics are available [13].
Simple visualizations are common to summarize calibration, and inspire our Reliability
Curve view and Performance Confidence view. Our work enhances the common views
to integrate into workflows that support detailed assessment.
Not all classification models are able to provide useful scores [14, 15]. Calibration
is a desirable property for a classifier [15–17]. An over-confident classifier (that gives
extreme scores in situations where is is incorrect) or under-confident classifier (that
gives scores near the threshold even when correct) means that the scores cannot be used.
In contrast, a calibrated classifier whose scores reflect the likelihood of its correctness
allows the score to be used in interpreting its results[12, 13].
The desire to have calibrated scores has lead to a long-standing effort in the machine
learning community to extend classification methods (e.g., [16–19]). Other methods
post-process classifier outputs to improve calibration [15]. Another approach is to
create a separate score of the reliability of a classifier as a trust score [20] or rejection
score [21]. Such scores can be combined with classifier predictions in our approach.
Some views including calibration curves and reliability diagrams [22–24] have been
developed for assessing calibration. We integrate these into our approach to support
detailed assessment of classifier calibration.
Trinary Classification: In some scenarios, classifiers are given the option to reject,
choosing not to make a decision if the likelihood of error is too high [1]. The rejection
criteria may be embedded into the design of the classifier, or may be performed post-hoc
based on the classifier’s decision scores if they are sufficiently calibrated. We focus on
5
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the latter case.
Rejection classifiers have two thresholds that provide trade-offs between error types
and failing to predict. With an embedded classifier, these may be different thresholds for
the score and rejection level; for post-hoc rejection they may be viewed as a “bandwidth”
around a single central threshold or as an upper and lower bound. The selection of an
operating point requires choosing these two parameters. Given costs of the error types
and a model of the posterior likelihoods of the population, optimal parameter values can
be determined [1]. However, in practice, the costs may be hard to determine and vary,
and performance can only be assessed over testing populations. Therefore, practitioners
typically need to assess the trade-offs carefully.
Performance metrics for rejection classifiers must consider both correctness and
number of rejections. According to [3], “There is no adequate standard measure for the
assessment of the performance of a classifier with rejection.” Single numbers fail to
capture the tradeoffs between correctness and rejection rate. Existing metrics (e.g., [3])
do not consider error types or class imbalances.
Rejection classifiers are typically examined using curves that show their correctness/rejection trade-offs[25]. While a number of options exist [25], the most common
approach is to plot correctness (accuracy or error rate) as a function of rejection rate,
known as an Accuracy Rejection Curve (ARC) [26]. ARCs (and their variants) show the
impact of different rejection rates, and, therefore, the rejection thresholds or bandwidths
that determine them. However, they do not allow for considering both thresholds in a
coordinated fashion. [2] suggested the use of a 3D version of ROC curves, but such
curves are challenging to interpret.
ARCs are useful not only for determining rejection thresholds, but also for comparing the calibration of classifiers [26]. This is used in selecting classifiers that provide a
meaningful range of trade-offs. However, the approach has not been coupled with other
tools for detailed analysis, and does not support the tuning of both rejection rate and
decision threshold.

Jou
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2.1. Interactive Tools for Classifier Assessment
Interactive tools for understanding machine learning models are motivated by many
reasons, see Gleicher [27] or Lipton [28] for surveys. Our work falls into the broad
category of black box methods that focus on examining results of trained models, in
contrast to methods for creating transparent models, providing explanations of decision,
or inspecting model internals.
Prior tools for for interactive examination of the outputs of continuously valued
classifiers are similar to our work. Like our approach, ModelTracker [29] and Prospector
[30] consider assessment of binary classifier output, providing summary views to identify
details and set thresholds. Their designs influenced ours. ModelTracker focuses on
specific tasks, e.g., adjusting the threshold and identifying instances. [31] and [32]
provide related approaches for multi-class probabilities. These tools focus on multi-class
issues, such as cross-class confusion, rather than single class thresholding. None of these
approaches consider rejection, comparisons among subgroups, or supporting sampling
to mitigate generalization mistakes.
A number of tools have focused on specific scenarios for black-box classifier result
analysis. Some tools, such as [33], focus on aggregate summaries over large collections
6
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of classifiers. Others, such as [34], focus on identifying relationships between outputs
and features. Other tools [5, 6] focus on identifying subgroup fairness issues. [35] and
[36] describe systems that enable identifying subgroups for comparisons. Our work
extends these ideas to the needs of continuously valued binary classifier assessment.
Threshold tuning is often automated, with a historic tradition of optimization [1].
However, specific scenarios require trade-offs to be encoded as costs, and for good
models of the likelihood of errors to exist. Tools, such as [37, 38], have considered interactive refinement of the objectives used for parameter tuning in classifier construction.
Our approach provides tools that allows users to explore parameters to find tradeoffs
suitable for their scenarios.

rna

2.2. Detailed Assessment of Classifier Results
Detailed exploration of classifier results beyond summary statistics identifies groups
or individual items and connects them to performance. Traditionally, practitioners use
scripting in their development environments. However, recent tools support detailed
examination (Section 2.1). A range of assessment tasks benefit from detailed exploration.
Tasks of model selection benefit from considering if performance problems exist on
more or less important items, model tuning benefits from identifying items where
problems occur so they can be addressed, data checking identifies problems in the data
using classifier results, and subset fairness considers whether performance is balanced
across latent groups. Methods have been provided to address many individual tasks,
for example [5, 6] for subgroup fairness, [29] for identifying problematic items, and
[35, 39] use counterfactuals to identify issues in model performance. [40] considers
designing experiments to assess details in a rigorous manner. Boxer [36] shows how a
unified system can address a range of detailed classifier assessment tasks by providing a
coordination interface based on the selection and comparison of subgroups.
Our approach integrates specific support for trinary tasks (e.g., calibration and
operating point selection) with detailed assessment tools. These two complement each
other: detailed assessment can be used in the trinary tasks (e.g., identifying examples of
confident errors) and the trinary results can drive detailed exploration (e.g., examining
the rejected results as interesting examples). In principle, our views and tools for trinary
tasks could integrate with many of the approaches for detailed assessment discussed
above. In practice, we have integrated our approach with the selection-comparison
interface introduced in [36]. We discuss this integration in the next section.
3. Tasks and Approach for Continuous Classifier Assessment

Jou

We divide the workflow of exploring classifier results into three phases: calibration
where the scores are checked to confirm that they are meaningful, operating point
selection where thresholds are chosen to group examples into discrete categories, and
examination where the results are considered in detail. The phases are initially done in
order: it is not worth setting thresholds if the scores are not determined to be meaningful,
and thresholding into groups is a useful tool for subsequent analysis. However, they
are often iterative and interconnected. For example, results of an analysis might lead to
re-examination of calibration and thresholds, or specific examples may be examined in
the calibration process.
7
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Figure 2: Basic views from Boxer [36] allow for selections that are shown in other views. Bars in a bar chart
or squares in confusion matrices can be clicked to set either of two selections. Left mouse click makes the first
selection (cyan) and right click makes the second (magenta). These selections are shown across the interface.
This example from Section 1.1 shows the user selecting the errors from the LR and RF classifiers (cyan and
magenta) to see how they are distributed differently across the classes.

Jou
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Each phase may involve different basic tasks. Practioners assess and compare
classifiers to determine if they are good enough and to select among them. They examine
performance for different hyper-parameter values (including thresholds) so select and
adjust them. And they consider results to guide tuning and improvement. Practitioners
have a range of statistical measures and graphs that address these aggregate tasks.
However, these aggregate tasks also lead to more focused analysis. Practitioners need
to identify different subgroups or exemplars where some property (e.g., performance,
calibration) is noteworthy, to check for fairness, to identify and diagnose potential
problems, or to learn more about their data. These tasks often involve comparison
between classifiers, between groups, or between classifiers focused on specific groups.
Our approach extends tools used for classifier assessment to include the comparison
and group operations required to support tasks. We enhance standard views to support
comparison, showing multiple classifiers and/or their statistics over selected subgroups.
We also extend the views to allow for flexible selection of groups of items of interest,
such that these groups can be viewed and compared in multiple ways. For certain tasks,
we find the existing views insufficient and introduce new ones.
We introduced the select and compare approach for classifier examination in the
Boxer system [36]. In that prior work, we provided approach for discrete choice
classifiers. In this paper, we apply the approach to continuous ones. The approach
allows the results of multiple classifiers on a testing set to be loaded and treated as a
single data set that can be explored. The system provides a variety views of this data
that can be instantiated and combined on demand. The system provides mechanisms
where the user can select subsets of items. The selections appear across views providing
connection, can serve to focus exploration, and can be refined. The ability to specify
multiple selections allows for making comparisons between subgroups of interest and
for refining the selections by combining them with set arithmetic. Figure 2 illustrates the
basic Boxer mechanisms. Standard views include various forms of confusion matrices
and stacked bar charts to summarize classifier performance into selectable subgroupings.
Any bar or matrix square can be clicked to select their corresponding item set, and these
8
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selections can be combined using set algebra. The overlap between selections and each
bar or square is shown.
Continuously valued classifiers offer new challenges that we address. First, they
offer the new tasks of calibration and operating point selection. In Section 4, we discuss
how we add views that specifically support these tasks, both enhancing existing views
and introducing novel views. We describe how we support exploratory interactions
for operating point selection, and workflows where multiple operating points are compared. We also discuss how we can partially mitigate issues around generalization by
encouraging users to work with samplings of the dataset. A second type of challenge
involves extending the select-and-compare assessment approach to work with continuously valued data. In Section 5 we describe views that use trinary classification to enable
selection, comparison, and view composition, even if the goal is not a rejection classifier.
We describe how we enhance the interactive approach to better support exploration of
details and situations with skewed data distributions.
CBoxer necessarily provides many different views because it must provide the
summary visualizations used by practitioners and the new, task-specific views we have
designed. The novelty in the system is not in the individual views, but rather how they
are designed to work together in a coordinated fashion using the selection mechanisms.
4. Calibration and Tuning

rna

We provide views and interactions that support the first two phases of the workflow: assessment of calibration and the selection of operating points. Calibration is
the problem of determining that the scores of a classifier correctly correlate with its
performance, while operating point selection is the problem of choosing thresholds for
making decisions based on the calibrated outputs. Central to our approach is that these
are integrated into the overall select-and-compare mechanisms, allowing for detailed
exploration as part of these tasks. Rather than viewing these as separate steps, we view
calibration, operating point selection, and detailed analysis as integrated parts of the
whole analysis process. The innovation in CBoxer is not any particular view, but rather
how each view is adapted to work with our coordination mechanisms.
4.1. Calibration

Jou

Calibration involves assessing the correlation between item scores and classifier
performance. Reliability or calibration curves are a standard approach for assessing
these [22, 23, 41]. Our Reliability Curve view (Figure 1A) implements this view for
assessing the calibration of a classifier, plotting a line graph of score (x-axis) vs. percent
correct (y-axis), a line with slope 1 represents a calibrated classifier. The view also
includes a bar chart showing the number of items for each level of score (the items are
binned based on score). The bar chart can be used for selections.
While the Reliability Curve view extends the standard view for assessment of
calibration to comparison of multiple classifiers, it does not necessarily enable more
detailed understanding. We include a bar chart of score levels that allows for different
levels to be selected for analysis. However, for closer examination, the Performance
Confidence view (introduced in Section 5.1) provides a more detailed breakdown of
9
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performance in a manner that bring performance and number of items together. Similarly,
the Rejection Curve view (discussed below) allows for assessing calibration in the
context of how it will be used to create rejection trade-offs around a chosen threshold.
Well calibrated classifiers provide improved performance for various rejection levels.

Jou
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4.2. Operating Point Selection
The choice of operating point (i.e., the decision threshold and (optionally) rejection
threshold) is often a manual choice as the trade-offs between error types, and interpretation of the errors rates over the testing data, are situation dependent. Our approach
is to empower users with views that show performance tradeoffs over the testing data,
coupled with methods that allow them to explore the impact of different choices coupled
with detailed examination of the results to appreciate how representative they are. This
can complement approaches where users model their preferences with cost functions. It
can also help in building reliable models of how costs over testing data generalize.
Central to our approach is allowing users to explore the effects of threshold settings
interactively. The Probability Control panel (Figure 1G,H)allows the user to adjust the
thresholds using sliders. Views across the system update in real time as adjustments are
made, allowing the user to experiment with changes and understand their ramifications.
Our system provides many different views to summarize performance, including tables
of metrics, confusion matrices, and distributional bar charts (see [36] for a list), providing
flexibility in how these changes are assessed. Views for assessing trinary classifications
(Section 5) are designed to help quickly assess rejection performance.
We include standard trade-off curve views for visualization of performance tradeoffs over the sample data. The Performance Curves view shows Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) and Precision/Recall curves for multiple classifiers and selections.
Similarly, the Rejection Curve view shows the Accuracy-Rejection Curve (ARC) [25, 26]
which plots performance against rejection rate (percentage of items rejected), providing
access to the threshold levels for different rates of rejection. The Rejection Curve view
extends standard ARCs by permitting the use of a variety of metrics beyond accuracy
to help the user understand performance trade-offs (e.g., recall rates in scenarios with
unequal costs, MCC to address class imbalance, or the weighted metrics of Section 5.2 to
emphasize important groups). The Rejection Curve view can display multiple curves to
allow for comparison between classifiers, different decision threshold levels, or different
subgroups.
The Performance Curves view and Rejection Curve view allow thresholds to be set
directly by choosing points on the trade-off curves. Once an operating point is selected,
it can be “set” as a new classifier, allowing the full machinery of comparison to be
applied to compare between different operating points of the same classifier.
The Performance Curves view and Rejection Curve view display trade-offs for the
decision and rejection thresholds independently, providing limited ability to visualize
the trade offs in the two dimensional space where the thresholds interact. We introduce
two views specifically designed to help with assessing the range of dual thresholds. The
Bandwidth Assessment view (Figure 3 and Figure 1D) shows a graph of a performance
metric (e.g., accuracy) for the range of threshold values with indication of the effects of
different bandwidths. The effects of the bandwidth are shown as glyphs in the accuracy
graph: the upper mark indicated the accuracy if the rejected items are considered
10
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acc1 (uncertainty as right)
acc2 (uncertainty as uncertain)
acc3 (uncertainty as wrong)

Jou

Figure 3: The Bandwidth Assessment view summarizes the performance of a classifier over a range of
thresholds and bandwidths. The line graph shows how a metric (accuracy shown) changes with threshold.
Three bandwidths are selected for comparison, each is assigned a color. The error-bar-like glyphs show the
range of metric possible with the different bandwidths depending on how one interprets rejected items. The
top of the bar considers rejected items as correct, the bottom as incorrect. The bar chart at the bottom shows
the number of rejected items (circles provide click targets for potentially small bars).
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as correct predictions, the lower mark if the rejected items are considered incorrect.
These “error-bar-like” glyphs allow the viewer to see the range of effect possible with
different levels of bandwidth, effectively converting the amount of rejection to a range
of performance values. Details of the view are discussed in the caption of Figure 3.
The Uncertainty Heatmap view (Figure 1C) shows performance for various values
of upper and lower thresholds simultaneously. Thresholds are mapped to position, a
performance metric (e.g., accuracy or recall) is mapped to color, and the percentage of
non-rejected items is mapped to radius. Settings that reject many items are less salient even if they have favorable colors. Hovering over a circle exposes the numerical values
for all metrics. The view allows for quick identification of favorable ranges in terms of
performance, while considering rejection rate. The color map is designed to be legible
event with small dot sizes [42], using a colorful, iso-luminant ramp for the relevant part
(values above chance), and a color to grey ramp for other part. For example, Figure 1C
shows how the Uncertainty Heatmap view provides a quick overview of the range of
upper and lower thresholds. We can see that high accuracy is achievable (yellow dots),
but these high accuracy settings lead to higher rejection rates (smaller dots, represented
fewer non-rejected samples). The large orange along the diagonal suggest tradeoff
situations with relatively high accuracy but low rejection rates.
4.3. Addressing Generalization

Jou
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Calibration and operating point selection for learned classifiers are empirical processes. They require examining the performance of the classifiers over sets of testing
data. This empirical nature poses problems for analysis. First, the testing data is part of
the experiment: analysis may need to connect to the data to help interpret how representative the testing set is of the population the classifier will ultimately be deployed on.
Second, because the testing set is only a sample of the population, analysis must try to
make decisions that are likely to generalize to the broader population.
Overfitting is a common problem in machine learning where a model is specialized
to the details of its training set. A similar problem can occur in assessment: the user can
inadvertently draw conclusions or identify patterns that are specific to the testing set.
The problem is literally overfitting when the user sets hyper-parameters (e.g., thresholds)
based on their exploration, but can occur more subtly as the user draws conclusions
from the given testing set.
Practitioners must be cautious when performing detailed assessment to make observations and adjustments that generalize beyond the test data. CBoxer is designed
to support standard practices for to splitting data. For example, CBoxer allows users
to explore on the training set used to build the classifiers, and then only examine the
actual testing set to assess their findings. Using the training set may be problematic
because the resubstitution errors (errors applying a classifier to its training data) may
have different properties than the test set.
Another standard practice is to use sampling to create subsets of the data, allowing
for synthetic experiments. CBoxer supports this practice with facilities for creating
random groupings of the data. This allows a user to draw observations from one
partition and then assess their generality on the other. The non-selected partition can be
completely hidden, or can be accessed as a separate selection, allowing for exploration
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that excludes the set, or comparison between the test and validation sets. Our partition
tool can either perform random sampling or stratified sampling.
CBoxer can also create variants of the data set by bootstrap sampling. Examining
such variants allows for a user to check that properties apply to the likely distribution
the data is drawn from. For example, thresholds can be determined for different variants
to estimate a confidence interval. The sampling tools cannot prevent misuse of detailed
observations, but they facilitate the use of common responsible practices.
5. Detail Assessment with Selection and Comparison

We extend the select-and-compare approach of Boxer [36] to address continuous
classifier values. Some of these changes are straightforward. For example, summary
views, such as tables and parallel coordinates displays of metrics, are enhanced with continuous summary metrics including AUC and MSE. We introduce new views specifically
designed for comparative display and selection of trinary data (Section 5.1). We also
introduce features that better enable the approach to handle skewed data distributions
(Section 5.2) and examination of item details (Section 5.3). Most views in the system
provide mechanisms for specifying and displaying dual selections, as discussed in [36].
5.1. Selection Mechanisms

Jou
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Central to the select-and-compare approach are views that enable selecting relevant
sets of items, and displaying how selected sets are distributed. In addition to the views
provided for discrete classifiers [36], the Reliability Curve view and Bandwidth Assessment view provide bar charts of distributions for selection and display. Additionally we
introduce two new views.
The Performance Confidence view (Figure 1B) shows a histogram (bar chart) of
the number of items for each binned level of score. Stacked bars show different
classifications at each level. This basic design uses a position encoding for score level
and color for correctness as introduced by [29]. We use a vertical design that better
uses space when juxtaposing classifiers for comparison. We bin the items (rather than
providing individual marks) for scalability, relying on selection mechanisms to identify
individuals. The stacked bar charts divide the actual class into areas; the prediction is
encoded by position relative to the threshold. Our current design uses colors for correct
and incorrect: negative/positive must be inferred by position relative to the threshold.
Experiments with separate colors led to an even more busy display.
The Trinary Distribution view (Figure 4 and Figure 1E) provides a summary of
the classification decisions for given threshold values, allowing for assessment of a
threshold setting. The standard confusion matrix does not work as there is a 5th category
(rejected items). Instead, the design uses a stacked bar design to allow for comparison
between classifiers. To enable different comparisons against common baselines, the
ordering of the stacked elements can be changed. Correctness mode groups right and
wrong answers, while score mode groups positive and negative predictions.
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Figure 4: The Trinary Distribution view provides a summary of classification decisions for the classifiers.
Different stack orderings allow for easier comparisons. Correctness mode (left) groups bars by correctness
allowing for easier accuracy comparison, while score mode (right) places lower scoring groups lower in the
bar. Dots are used to show small, but non-zero, values. The user has selected the true negatives (cyan) and
uncertain (magenta) items in the LR classifier to see where those items appear elsewhere.

5.2. Handling Distributions

rna

In many data sets, small groups are relevant. For example, there may be a skewed
distribution of data (i.e., positives are rare), or we may be interested in understanding
the performance over a small sub-population. The CBoxer interface includes features to
facilitate working with small groups and skewed distributions. Small bars in bar charts
are given circular glyphs that indicate small, but non-zero, quantities with a visible and
selectable amount of screen space. Several charts can be limited to show distributions
over selections, and performance displays allow selections to compared.
CBoxer also supports weighting instances based on groups. Weights are used in
computing performance metrics, such as accuracy, precision, recall, F1, and MCC.
Any selection can have a weight applied. For example, selections of classes allow
for weighting to address class imbalance, or selecting a subgroup based on a data
attribute allows for increasing the importance of a sensitive group. Weights for different
selections can be combined, for example to provide weights for both classes as well as
other data groupings.
5.3. Seeing items across the interface

Jou

Our system design focuses on summary views that scale to handle large testing
sets. However, identifying specific data items is an important part of the approach.
CBoxer extends our prior approach with features for identifying and examining specific
items. CBoxer has a list view that shows data items in a tabular format, allowing for
detailed examination of selected items. We have also added a Scatterplot view (Figure 5)
that shows how the items distribute over two user selected continuous variables, such
as classifier scores or a feature variables. The Scatterplot view scales to large item
collections by automatically switching to a color encoding of binned density [43].
However, it also shows small sets of selected items overlayed on this density field to
provide context, and allows for zooming into regions to see individual points.
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Figure 5: Scatterplot view views allow the user to select any parameters. The data is from the example of
Section 1.1, Figure 1. (left) Two features (age and cholestorol) to look for patterns. (center) The scores from
the LR and KNN calassifiers are shown to assess their correlation. For both, the Performance (Overall) view
(right) is used to select the errors of the LR classifier as cyan and the KNN classifier as pink.

We have also introduce the notion of a focus item: a single item that is specially
selected (independent of the two set selections) that is shown throughout the interface.
A specific Focus Item view shows the details of this item, for example showing the
image (if the data items are images) and any features that are available. The focus item
is shown throughout the interface as a yellow dot that appears in most views indicating
where the focus item fits in the various distributions displayed. The focus item can be
selected using the list view, the Scatterplot view. However, the Focus Item view includes
controls for selecting items either in order or randomly from either the selections of
the entire data set. This allows for quickly scanning over selections, or finding random
examples to examine in sequence.
6. Use Cases
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This section provides example scenarios where the views and interactions of our
approach are combined to address the kinds of tasks that we see practitioners request
support for. The data sets in Section 1.1, Section 6.1 and Section 6.2 are benchmark sets
from [4] with classifiers built using Scikit-learn [23]. Section 6.3 provides an example
with a standard computer vision benchmark and classifiers created using deep neural
networks. Section 6.4 is an example of using classifier analysis as a tool to help domain
collaborators explore their data.
All examples were completed using the CBoxer prototype system that implements
our approach. CBoxer is a web application implemented in TypeScript using the Vue.js
application framework and D3.js for drawing visualizations. It loads all data, including
classification results, item features, and meta-data, into memory at startup and performs
all computations within the browser. The classification results are pre-computed and
provided as input data.
6.1. Model Selection

This use case demonstrates how calibration benefits from detailed assessment. It
shows how integrating standard aggregate views for comparison and detail examination
enables selection based on calibration. The scenario uses the income classification
benchmark dataset from [4] that has been downsampled. Classifiers determine whether
15
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Figure 6: Four views used in the model selection use case of §6.1. The (A) Performance (Overall) view
shows similar correctness, while the (B) Reliability Curve view shows differences in calibration. The (C)
Performance Confidence view shows the differences in distributions. Rejection Curve view (D) shows LR
achives better F1 than NB when they have similar rejection rate. Uncertainty Heatmap view (E) also indicates
the performance for NB is effectively unchanged across different threshold ranges. (F) Trinary Distribution
view shows the classifications when items near the threshold (controlled by the Probability Control panel) are
rejected. The arrows (drawn) show where the user clicked to select the items close to the threshold (rejected) by
the LR classifier (cyan selection) and erroneous with extreme values for the nb classifier (magenta selection).
The Selection Control panel (E) shows the overlaps in the selections (green arrow).
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an individual’s income is above a certain level. Three models were constructed with
different methods: logistic regression (LR) and Naı̈ve Bayes (NB). The models provide
very similar correctness summary scores (F1 is .783, identical to 3 decimal places) over
a test set of 1500 items. The example is shown in Figure 6.
We prefer a calibrated classifier because it allows us to use the scores to balance
error types or assess confidence. The AUC score suggests LR is slightly better, which is
confirmed by the Reliability Curve view. However this view also shows that there are
few items with middle scores, so the curve may be unreliable. We choose to examine the
differences in detail to confirm and explore the differences. The Performance Confidence
view (Figure 6C) shows a clear picture: NB provides a sharp distribution [13] with many
extreme values. We see that many of the errors have extreme values. In contrast, LR has
many scores in the middle, and many of the errors are there as well.
To explore the difference, we select the items that NB has errors and extreme
scores by unioning together the error in the highest and lowest bars of the Performance
Confidence view (Figure 6C). While LR also gets many of these wrong, its errors tend
to be distributed in the middle scores. Moreover, if we want to compare performance
by considering rejections, Rejection Curve view shows the F1 score of LR raises above
.9 when the rejection rate is fixed around 20%, while the F1 for NB is effectively
unchanged. We obtain thresholds for LR between .4 and .6 using the Uncertainty
Heatmap view (Figure 6E). We see this eliminates the majority of LR errors.
6.2. Hyper parameter Tuning: Threshold
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This use case illustrates how detailed comparisons can improve threshold selection.
We see how the ability to make comparisons of details can improve understanding
threshold choices. The scenario uses wine quality benchmark from [4] which requires
classifying the quality of a wine from its properties. Because we are trying to determine
a hyper-parameter, we perform this analysis using the training data. We build a random
forest classifier, and find that it gives good performance over a range of thresholds. We
want to understand if changes in the threshold affect the outcomes.
Using the Bandwidth Assessment view, we see that the accuracy is constant for
thresholds around .5. We use the Probability Control panel to adjust the threshold. For
several values in the range, we create new classifiers that use the same model with
different thresholds (.5, .55, .6, .65) and compare these models. We see that accuracy,
F1 and MCC scores are very similar across the four. However, selecting the errors show
different details: for the lower thresholds, there are more false negatives, while for the
higher thresholds more false positives (Figure 7). We see that this classifier is quite
sensitive to small changes in the threshold, even though those changes do not affect the
most common metrics.
6.3. Model Selection and Detail Examination

This use case shows how our approach can help with model selection and threshold
tuning. We use the integration of views to understand differences in models and to
integrate tuning into selection, we also use the ability to examine detailed groups to
better understand performance. A classifier was built for the CIFAR 100 [44] computer
vision benchmark using Tensorflow [45]. The data set has 100 classes, and the trained
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Figure 7: Views used in the wine threshold use case §6.2 . Variants of the classifier created for different
thresholds have similar accuracies and other metrics. Selecting the errors in the lowest threshold (cyan) and
highest (magenta) shows that there are differences.
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classifier produces a distribution over these classes as its decision. Our goal is to create
a binary classifier for a “meta-class” which combines 5 of the main classes. In particular,
we want to classify flowers, which can be any one of 5 of the original classes. Because
the test set contains all 100 classes, it is quite imbalanced: flowers are only 5% of the
total instances. The results are shown in Figure 8.
Classifiers were created using three different strategies that combine the base classes:
sum, average, and largest. Because of the class imbalance, we use Mathews Correlation
(MCC) as the metric. Each combination strategy produces different ranges of scores.
We can use the Reliability Curve view (Figure 8A) to see the differences, and estimate
appropriate thresholds for each. For each model, we use the Bandwidth Assessment
view (Figure 8B) to choose a threshold that provides high MCC yet provides a range
of available rejection rates. The Rejection Curve view (Figure 8C) shows that each
model gets a performance gain from a 10% rejection rate. After tuning each model
appropriately all have similar performance.
Using the Trinary Distribution view (Figure 8E) we can make selections to look for
differences in the similar performance. We note that while each model rejects the same
number of items, they reject different items. While the number of errors is small, they
are different between models. One model has more false positives, while the other has
more false negatives.
We select the false positives of the largest model. The Focus Item view (Figure 8F)
allows us to step through these errors to look for patterns. We notice that many of the
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Figure 8: CBoxer in the flower image classification model selection use case of §6.3. The Reliability Curve
view (A) shows that each classifier achieves good performance, however they have quite different calibrations.
The Bandwidth Assessment view (B - shown for one model) is used to find appropriate thresholds for each.
The Rejection Curve view (C) shows that all models have similar performance and provide good tradeoffs
with rejection. The Performance Confidence view (D) allows detailed analysis and selection. The Trinary
Distribution view (E) allows selection of rejected and incorrect items; while the models make the same number
of errors and rejections, they are different. The Focus Item view (F) allows scanning through the selected
errors to identify patterns. Here, the image contains a flower and a bee and is, therefore, labeled insect.

errors are flowers with insects on them. Because these images are labeled as insect, they
are scored as misclassified.
6.4. Data Examination
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This use case considers using CBoxer to learn more about our data. We use the
flexibility of examining scores in aggregate and over specific groups to check theories
against data, and use sampling to check results. We use a corpus of 59,989 documents
from a historical literary collection: Text Creation Partnership (TCP) transcriptions of
the Early English Books Online (EEBO), i.e., transcriptions of books published between
1475-1700. The data counts the 500 most common English words in each document.
While all documents have been classified by experts, we construct classifiers using
the data to support theories that different types of documents use words in different
ways [46, 47].
We construct classifiers that determine whether a document is written after 1642
based on the 500 most common words in the corpus. While ground truth is known,
effective classifiers can help understand how word usage changed at this critical date
that marks the beginning of the English Civil War. The collection is skewed (only 25%
of the documents were written before 1642). Therefore, we prefer MCC as a correctness
metric.
For the experiment, we took a random sample of 2500 documents, and held out 30%
using stratified sampling. We constructed random forest (RF) and logistic regression
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Figure 9: CBoxer applied to the English literature date classification scenario. The user has selected the
time periods before an after the critical date as the selections in the Histogram view of dates (left). The
Performance Confidence view (shown with and without normalization, but without correctness coloring) show
that these groups tend to have scores near the threshold.
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classifiers (LR), with and without applying corrections for class skew. The random
forest classifiers achieve perfect resubstitution for a wide range of thresholds, but worse
performance with the default (.5) threshold on the test set. However, after choosing the
threshold that achieves the highest MCC for each classifier, the RF classifiers have the
best performance. Using the Bandwidth Assessment view we can choose the threshold
that optimizes MCC for each classifier. After this optimization, the RF classifiers have
superior performance across metrics. However, this optimized performance may be
specific to the test set. To provide a check against overfitting, we use CBoxer’s bootstrap
sampling feature to create 10 new testing sets from the original and see that the results
do not change. While the optimal values of threshold and metrics may change slightly,
in all cases, RF beats LR.
A theory in literary linguistics is that the civil war marked a radical and rapid change
in written language. To help assess this theory, we can examine if there is a clean
division between before and after given the data. We can select the time periods before
and after the critical date and see that performance is poor. Scores are generally close to
the threshold (Figure 9) are neither clearly classified as either before or after. This is
more consistent with a gradual transition and that the change in language began earlier.
Another question is whether the length of documents has any connection to the
certainty of a prediction. Using a Histogram view, we select the shortest and longest
documents, and view the distribution over performance confidence view (Figure 10).
We can see that long documents are disproportionately given confident scores, while the
shortest documents (less than 150 words) score in the center (less confident predictions).

Jou

7. Discussion

This paper has provided an interactive approach for addressing key tasks examining
the results of continuously valued binary classifiers. We provide views for calibration
and threshold setting that enhance standard summaries by supporting comparison and
selection. We extend the select-and-compare approach for classifier result examination
by introducing trinary classification (positive/unsure/negative) even in cases where the
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Figure 10: CBoxer applied to the English literature date classification scenario. The user has selected the
shortest (cyan) and longest (magenta) documents in the Histogram view. The Performance Confidence view
(shown with and without normalization, but without correctness coloring) show that long documents are
generally father from the threshold. The large bars at the bottom of the normalized Performance Confidence
view are outliers with a single document in the bin.
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ultimate classifier will be binary. We have integrated these ideas in an open source
prototype system and used it to show the promise of our approach. While our initial
implementation in CBoxer shows the promise of the approach, it also makes us aware
of a number of limitations in the present work.
Scope: extending to other problem types. Our work focuses on binary classification.
Extending to a multi-class setting is challenging as the scores become vectors. These
vectors can be converted to decisions in many ways (e.g., winner-take all, softmax,
majority required) so the notion of thresholds may not apply. Correctness can be
considered in many ways (e.g., single correct choice, answer in top-N, per-class binary).
Designs for considering multi-class probabilities, e.g., [31, 32], could be generalized
and adapted to fit within our comparative framework. The notion of rejection becomes
more complex in the multi-class setting, as the rejection criteria may depend on the
distribution of scores. Our approach focuses on situations where the classification
score is used to determine the rejection criteria. Extending to situations where there
is an independent rejection score would require our views to be updated to show the
distributions of both scores.
Scalability: extending to larger problems. Scalability must consider all three axes
of hardness [48]: large numbers of test items, large numbers of classifiers to compare,
and complex patterns. Our visual designs scale well to large test sets, as they provide
aggregate views and features that help spot small groups within large ones; however, our
current in-browser implementation is not sufficiently performant to provide interactive
manipulation of thresholds when large item sets are used. Our designs scale less well to
comparisons between many classifiers.
Addressing Generalization: The goal of most predictive modeling is to create models
that generalize beyond the current data. Focusing on the testing set can lead users to
over-generalize their observations, for example to overfit their ideas to the training set.
Our sampling features are a first step in improving this situation, we need to better
consider how to help users avoid analytic pitfalls. Beyond richer sampling strategies, we
also envision guidance that can warn users against mistakes. We also plan to introduce
statistical analysis, as in [40], so that users can netter assess generalization.
Usability: A significant drawback of our approach is its complexity: a user must
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determine how to best combine our views and interaction mechanisms to achieve
their goals. Goals are rarely well-defined and tend to evolve during analysis, which
exacerbates this challenge. We are seeking to address the usability challenge through
the use of pre-configured layouts to answer specific questions (as in [49]) and workflowbased guidance to suggest potential next steps to a user [50]. While there is a typical
high-level workflow (calibrate, select operating points, assess), the details of these
workflows depend on task, situation, and user preference. While we provide exemplar
workflows in the user guide, these are less helpful in guiding users to exploit the
flexibility in the system to address specific scenarios.
Black-Box Analysis: Our focus on black-box analysis makes our approach general
across model types and useful to users who are not concerned with how models work.
However, the ability to connect classifier results to model internals can help developers
tune and debug their models.
Integrated pipelines: CBoxer is presently a standalone tool for assessing the results of constructed classifiers. Integrating its ideas into a comprehensive approach
to modeling, allowing for iteration and feedback loops, would better support users in
model development and debugging tasks. A particular challenge will be integrating the
highly interactive, multi-view coordination required to support the select-and-compare
approach with the notebook-style workflows favored by many practitioners[51]. At
present, we provide scripts that allow classifier data to be exported from notebooks to
CBoxer; future tighter integration should allow for automatic updating and bi-directional
communication.
Fixing Problems: CBoxer works in an “open loop” fashion: it can help a user identify
problems, and provide information such as exemplars that might be useful in addressing
them. However, it does not directly provide support for improving the classifier. For
example, CBoxer can help the user observe that a classifier is uncalibrated, and its scores
should not be used as they have little meaning, but it does not help fix this problem.
Evaluation: Our system has had limited use beyond the development team. While this
has given us to opportunity to validate our designs in example use cases, we have not
been able confirm the systems utility by actual practitioners. Informal feedback from
work with potential users has improved our designs.
7.1. Conclusion
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Despite its limitations, our approach and implementation can already address many
problems faced by machine learning practitioners. We are continuing to work with them
to better understand their needs and adapt tools to meet them.
Our work shows that we can support examination tasks with continuously-valued binary classifiers using a visual-interactive approach. We combine support for confirming
that the classifier output scores are meaningful into support for using the scores. To do
this, we have extended standard summary views as well as introduced new, task-specific
views. These extensions enable the views to work within a select-and-compare framework, affording the use of coordination to enable detailed exploration and comparison.
The extensions are unified through their use of trinary classification, which proves useful
even if the ultimate classifier will be binary.
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